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Milford Public Schools Commitments

1. We are committed to continually growing a learning community rooted in strong, trusting, and dependable relationships. Through these 
meaningful relationships, learners will discover who they are, cultivate abilities to shape their own lives, and learn how to engage with and contribute to the 
greater community.

 2. We are committed to expanding and strengthening our relationships within the Milford community at large by recognizing that strong 
partnerships between our schools, families, and community stakeholders increase opportunities for student success.

 3. We are committed to creating and maintaining a safe and secure climate that promotes a supportive academic, social, emotional and physical 
learning environment.

 4. We are committed to consistently engineering, supporting and celebrating high-quality instruction that engages all learners in cultivating 
scholarship, personal development, citizenship, creativity, and innovation.

 5. We are committed to laying a foundation that fosters an environment of unity that addresses race, equity and social justice in a safe and supportive learning environment. 
It is essential to the progress of all people in our learning community that we take deliberate steps to make clear that people who have been historically marginalized are fully included 
and valued.

 6. We are committed to engineering a professional learning system that is responsive to the needs of our adult learners and will support high quality instruction. Our aim is to build 
and support ongoing collaborative relationships that encourage risk taking designed to improve instructional practices.

 7. We are committed to curricula that are rooted in high-quality learning experiences, are aligned to prioritized standards, and are grounded in Milford’s Vision of the Learner. All 
learners will engage in authentic experiences that are embedded in scholarship, personal development, citizenship, creativity, and innovation.

 8. We are committed to attracting, recruiting, retaining and fostering a diverse community of talented professionals.

 9. We are committed to operational excellence that ensures Milford Public Schools invests in the newest and most advanced practices to ensure relevant and progressive 
educational opportunities for all students.

Board of Education COMMITMENTS 

Approved by BOE Vote: May 24, 2021
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Milford Public Schools Goals

1. SCHOLARSHIP: Learners will comprehend, organize and analyze information in order to 
solve problems, articulate solutions and continually challenge themselves.

2. PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT: Learners will engage in self-care to result in a healthy 
lifestyle. Learners will identify and regulate their emotions and behaviors, set and achieve 
important personal and academic goals, use social-awareness and interpersonal skills to 
establish and maintain positive relationships, and demonstrate decision making and 
responsible actions to achieve success in school and life.

3. CITIZENSHIP: Learners will develop into global citizens who think and act beyond self 
towards service to others and their community. Learners will develop a lens focused on 
equitable participation from all members within a community shaped to meet each 
person’s needs.

4. CREATIVITY/INNOVATION: Learners will be imaginative, curious and challenge 
themselves to make, shape, and invent their learning experiences.

Board of Education GOALS 2021-2026

Approved by BOE Vote: 5/24/2021 4



■ Continue to develop the core instructional program of literacy, numeracy, science, social studies, world language, the arts 
and social/emotional learning through the development of curriculum, high quality instructional practices and 
appropriate assessment tools.

■ Enhance the wellness and development of all students and staff.

■ Provide all staff ongoing professional learning in best practices and appropriate, high quality instructional resources in 
support of continued improvement in teaching and learning.

■ Maintain effective class sizes at all levels of instruction.

■ Provide 21st century physical learning spaces that support high quality instructional practices, promote wellness and 
development, and ensure safe and secure environments.

■ Support and expand student extra-curricular activities and athletics.

Budget PRIORITIES 2022-23 
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Budget ASSUMPTIONS 2022-23

Approved by BOE Vote: October 11, 2021

The charge of the Board is to develop a fiscally responsible budget that reflects 
the mission, vision, priorities and goals of the district.
■ The COVID-19 pandemic significantly impacted prior budgets. Moving forward, there is potential for the continued residual 

effects on the 2022-23 budget as the impact of the pandemic virus on our schools is still fully unknown.  This budget will 
reintroduce some of the programs that had to be put on hold previously.

■ The district used ESSER II and ARP COVID funding to pay for 13 certified positions in the 2021-22 school year.  In order to avoid 
a funding cliff when the grant money expires, four of these positions will be included in the 2022-23 budget.

■ Despite a slight increase in enrollment in 2021-22, it is anticipated that it will decline in 2022-23.  The impact of housing sales 
during the pandemic is unclear at this time but will be vetted out during this fall’s enrollment projections review.

■ Decisions around staffing and program redesign or development will be driven by their potential impact on raising student 
achievement while honoring the commitment to be fiscally responsible.

■ Salaries for all employees will increase on average by 2-3% which includes contractual ‘step’ increases for employees. In 
addition, the cost of hourly employees will rise as we keep pace with the State’s increasing minimum wage.
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Budget ASSUMPTIONS 2022-23

Approved by BOE Vote: October 11, 2021

The charge of the Board is to develop a fiscally responsible budget that reflects 
the mission, vision, priorities and goals of the district.

■ The cost of Special Education out-of-district tuition and transportation is very difficult to predict as it is based on the number of 
students needing services and the severity of their individual needs.  The number of students who need a specialized placement 
out-of-district fluctuates due to developmental changes, significant medical needs, unanticipated psychiatric needs and students 
unexpectedly moving into Milford.  The 2021-22 budget included a substantial increase in these costs due to more students 
requiring services and the residual effects of under-funding of these accounts in previous budget years.  We do not expect a 
sharp increase in students this year and anticipate a more typical budget increase of 8-10% in tuition costs and 6-8% in 
transportation.

■ Transportation costs will rise by approximately 3%, reflecting the contractual increase with Durham Bus.
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Budget ASSUMPTIONS 2022-23

Approved by BOE Vote: October 11, 2021

The charge of the Board is to develop a fiscally responsible budget that reflects 
the mission, vision, priorities and goals of the district.

◼ The cost of utilities is based on the ‘Rates x Volume/Consumption’ of electricity and natural gas.  The district has taken 
advantage of the near record low prices in the energy market over the past few years.  Currently, however, the energy market is 
drastically different due to a number of global factors: the pandemic, record heat in some areas of the world and record cold in 
others, Hurricane Ida, changing energy policies, instability in certain areas of the world, etc.; there is a shortage of supply of 
natural gas and the market is extremely volatile.  This affects our heating costs and electric costs because much of our 
electricity is generated by natural gas plants.

In addition, because of COVID considerations, we must run our exhaust systems at full capacity and for an extended amount of 
time which raises our consumption.  For these reasons, at this time our energy consultants are recommending a 20-25% 
increase in utility costs in the 2022-23 budget.  We will continue to watch market trends and modify this number if conditions 
change.

◼ The Board’s participation in the SRO program will continue as will our 50% funding share.

◼ Efforts to find efficiencies in the budget will continue to be sought.
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS
&

PROGRESS MADE
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GREAT MOMENTS
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Graduation 2021

3 Celebrations, All In-Person



Class of  2021

PERFORMANCE

461    Graduates

51   Summa Cum Laude

51 Magna Cum Laude

47 Cum Laude
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Class of  2021
PERFORMANCE

82%  4 or 2 yr. University/College

2% Career Education

7% Employment

2% Military

2% Year Off/Gap Year

5% Other/Undecided

POST-SECONDARY PLANS
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PERFORMANCE

AP Scholars
score of ‘3’ or better on 3 AP Exams

AP Scholars with Honor
avg. score of 3.25 on all exams taken plus score of 3 or better on at least 4 exams

AP Scholars with Distinction
avg. score of 3.5 on all exams taken plus score of 3 or better on at least 5 exams

82
35
50

167 Students Named AP Scholars, 2021
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PROGRESS CONTINUES

Our Science Vision … 
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PROGRESS CONTINUES

Became a Reality This Year … 
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PROGRESS CONTINUES
Back by 
popular 

demand …. 

HQI Live! Season

2
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PROGRESS CONTINUES

A Pilot Year: Intentional Play and 
Executive Functioning
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PROGRESS CONTINUES

School Counselors

Instructional Coaches
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PROGRESS CONTINUES

Next Steps in Social/
Emotional Learning Wingman 

Program: 
Middle 
School 



PROGRESS CONTINUES
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Improved Communication and Connections with 
Staff, Students, Parents, and the Public

Messaging/Letters

◼ Continuous letters/messages 
◼ Weekly Upcoming News & Events 

to staff/families 
◼ BOE Weekly Update messages

Website/Digital/Social Media
◼ New MPS Website Built /New 

Provider (Apptegy)
◼ New MPS App
◼ Twitter: New district and 

school-based accounts
◼ Text messaging practice takes hold

COVID Reporting & Messaging
◼ Daily reporting to staff and families of 

positive COVID cases
◼ Daily upkeep of online State reporting 

system
◼ Special outreach informing families and 

staff about significant news connected to 
COVID in our community

Outreach
◼ Parent Survey conducted on 

Communication and best practices
◼ Parent ReStart meetings continued

Videos
◼ Milford Super News Returns
◼ Superintendent’s Messages 



PROGRESS CONTINUES
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● Return to In-Person Learning: 100% (September 1, 2021)
● Continuous, Daily Monitoring of Positive COVID-19 Cases
● Flexible Responsiveness to Current Conditions Related to 

Safety/Health Protocols and Teaching & Learning Needs of Students 
and Staff

● Regular Letter Distribution to Individual School Communities w/ 
Positive Notifications

● Strong Partnership with the Milford Health Department 

All Hands on Deck



PROGRESS CONTINUES
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1.1 million sq. feet of building space, 179 acres of grounds upkeep, 
and 485 classrooms were cleaned, sanitized, and ready for students 

to safely come back to school on September 1, 2021



PROGRESS CONTINUES
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300 projects completed

Continued mitigation 
requirements addressed 

Hurricane Ida

Summer 2021 



PROGRESS CONTINUES
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3,815 
students 

transported daily 
to & from school 

- 62 Buses/Vans
- 105 Bus Runs
- 973 Bus Stops

EVERY DAY



GREAT MOMENTS
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Jill McCormack
2021 Teacher of the Year

Kacey Golebiewski
2021 Para-Educator of the Year

Christina Marini
2021 Parent of the Year

Celebrating Our Stars



GREAT MOMENTS
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We enjoy great moments in the Milford Public Schools each and every day.



2022-23 Budget 
Superintendent’s Proposed
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$102,008,319
+ 2.28% increase

(year over year)
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7 IMPACT DRIVERS

Net increase of 
11.0 FTE

(move from 
ESSER funds)

Salaries

Building Subs
Cafeteria Aides

Retirements

Salaries - COVID

Life Insurance
+65 Health

Benefits

Electricity
Natural Gas

Utilities

Google Workspace
Frontline

Contracted
Maintenance

Contract Increase
Rising Fuel Costs

Transportation

Data Breach 
Protection

Cyber
Insurance
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7 IMPACT DRIVERS

Net increase of 
11.0 FTE

(move from 
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Salaries

Building Subs
Cafeteria Aides

Retirements

Salaries - COVID

Life Insurance
+65 Health

Benefits

Electricity
Natural Gas

Utilities
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$1,903,037



Purchase/Refresh of 
technology 

Technology
Focus on operation and 

facilities

Maintenance

High Quality Instruction 

Staff Development

Reprioritization of 
curriculum work 

Curriculum

SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS
Improvement planning is typically a fluid and responsive process - 

especially in the midst of a global pandemic. 
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2022-2023 SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS

Elementary Middle High

PreK & Kindergarten Intentional 
Play & Executive Functioning 

PreK-2 Literacy (required by 
legislation) 

Math Balanced Assessment 

PK4 & 4th Grade World 
Language

Schedule, Phase 2 

Enrichment for All 

Math Pilot 

The Academy Furniture 

New Elective Course, African 
American, Black, Puerto Rican, 
& Latinex Studies (required by 

legislation) 

Foran Cardio Equipment 

Foran Drumline 

District-Wide

Milford Measures (including Mastery Based Diploma Assessment - required by legislation) 

Technology Improvements 

(See next slide for curriculum improvements) 
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SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS

Curriculum Revision Cycle - 22-23

● PK-2 Mathematics
● Middle School Math Pilot
● 3-8 Literacy/ELA Curriculum
● Expand World Language, PK4 

and Gr.4
● New African 

American/Black/Puerto 
Rican/Latinex Studies HS Course

● PK-12 Comprehensive School 
Counseling Curriculum

● 9-12 Health Sciences

● 9-12 Literacy/ELA
● PK-5 Social Studies 
● World Language 6-12
● PK-5 PE
● 9-12  Core Mathematics 

● 6-12 Social Studies Core Curriculum
● 6-8 Art Curriculum
● 6-8 Music Curriculum
● Grades 4 and 5 Health
● Pk-12 School Counseling
● Enrichment for All - Middle School
● 6-8 Mathematics

Initial 
Implementation 

Writing Cycle

Program Review 
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AREAS OF SAVINGS

        

In order to offset significant unanticipated increases, we found savings in 
numerous accounts. Here is a summary of net savings by object code:

    5000 Tuition ($388,205) 
    7000 Equipment ($148,726)  
    8000 Other Educational Support ($    4,500)



Historical View 
of Requested 

Increases

BUDGET REQUESTS, 2009 - 2023
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Superintendent’s Proposed 2022-23 Budget, by category
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Superintendent’s
Proposed

Benefits

Contracted 
Services
2.1%

Facilities

Ed. Supplies/Equip.
2.46%Tuition

Transportation

Other Support
0.92%

Other Educational Support
0.88%

Salaries



SUPERINTENDENT’S
PROPOSED

Object 21/22
Adopted

22/23
Proposed

Difference
22/23 v. 21/22

%
Change

Salaries $70,832,102 $72,650,936 $1,818,834 2.568%

Benefits 5,836,966 6,218,590 381,624 6.538%

Contracted Services 2,150,232 2,161,315 11,083 0.515%

Facilities 3,991,187 4,343,926 352,739 8.838%

Transportation 5,535,019 5,756,479 221,460 4.001%

Other Support 913,490 934,808 21,318 2.334%

Tuition 6,921,874 6,533,669 (388,205) -5.608%

Educational Supplies/Equip 2,650,988 2,510,579 (140,409) -5.296%

Other Educational Support 902,517 898,017 (4,500) -0.499%

 

Totals $99,734,375 $102,008,319 $2,273,944 2.280%

Superintendent’s Proposed 2022-23 Budget, by category
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